Our energy for a
sustainable life
RWE corporate presentation

For more than 120 years, RWE has been passionate about
generating electricity. Now, RWE is shaping the new energy era.
Lignite is the key to
affordable electricity.
1914

Powering the economic
miracle.
1950s

Security of supply
thanks to nuclear
power.
1970s

Lignite-fired power
stations with optimised
plant technology help
reduce CO2.
2002

2019
The transaction with
E.ON.
2019 - today
RWE is one of the
world’s leading
generators of
renewable electricity.
1898
The future starts
today, more
than 120 years ago.
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1928
RWE builds the first
cross-regional high-voltage
transmission line.
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1955
Ludwig Erhard opens the
Weisweiler lignite-fired
power station.

1976
RWE researches,
develops and tests
renewables.

2016
Foundation and
stock market
launch of innogy
SE.
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The global challenge of our time:
Meeting increasing power demand and protecting the climate.
Global increase in electricity demand Key industry trends
Electricity generation in TWh1

Electrifying
mobility

38,774

26,942
21,524

2010

2017

Electrifying
heat supply

2040

1 International

Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2020. |
Nationally Determined Contribution by EU 2020
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The Paris Agreement2
To limit global warming
to well below 2°C

Electrifying
industry

Sustainable
Development scenario

3

Key climate protection targets
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2 The

EU-27:
55% reduction in
greenhouse gas
emissions between
1990 and 20303

Paris Agreement on the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
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“The energy transition is well
underway at RWE!
Green power, storage systems,
flexible generation, hydrogen and
customer solutions:
when it comes to advancing our
core business, we consider the
long-term prospects,
making decarbonisation
and sustainability key
components of our corporate
strategy – with a clear objective:
we aim to be climate-neutral
by 2040.”

“Financially, RWE is in an
excellent position, with a strong
capital base and low debt levels.
We are investing billions
to expand our portfolio –
including wind and solar power
stations as well as battery
storage – and thus accelerate
our transformation. Hardly any
other company is changing as
radically and rapidly as RWE.”
Dr Michael Müller

CFO, RWE AG

Dr Markus Krebber
CEO, RWE AG

“RWE is one of the most attractive employers. We want to recruit the
brightest minds and foster our own talent.
#TeamRWE is characterised by diversity and teamwork that is founded in
trust. Our modern working environment enables us to communicate in person
as well as digitally and is a strong foundation for our shared success.”
Zvezdana Seeger
CHO, RWE AG
11/2022
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RWE’s purpose

Growing Green

11/2022
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Our ambitions

Stepping up our ambition in
sustainability.

11/2022

Environmental

Social

Governance
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Climate Change

our emissions in line with a 1.5°C
compliant pathway.

Biodiversity & Recultivation
Because we care about the biodiversity impact
of our business, we commit to the highest
standards in recultivation for decommissioned
sites. For new assets, we aim for a net-positive
contribution to biodiversity by 2030.

Social Responsibility

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

We make a positive contribution to the
communities in which we operate. In the sense of
a Just Transition, we stand by our employees
who are impacted by the energy transition and
find socially responsible solutions.

We create an equitable and inclusive working
environment which promotes diversity. We will
strengthen the share of women in all management

Sustainable Investment

Circular Economy
We implement the principles of circular economy
in our way of working. We reduce the consumption
of natural resources, minimise waste and design
our assets so that we maximise the reuse and
recycling of materials.

We will be climate neutral by 2040.
On the way there, our ambition is to reduce

Our growth is sustainable. >90% of our
investments until 2030 will flow into
sustainable projects according to the EU
taxonomy.

positions, aiming for
2030.

30% in our core business by
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A clear objective: We aim to be
climate-neutral by 2040.

We take action.
This includes:
•

Clear decarbonisation
roadmap with further
closures of coal
activities

•

Significant expansion in
wind, solar and
batteries

•

Driving forward green
hydrogen

•

Reducing emissions
from procured goods
and services

Our 2030 climate
targets are

22.3
Scope 3

Upstream and downstream indirect GHG
emissions

0.6

Scope 2

Operation-related
indirect GHG emissions
from the generation of
acquired and consumed
electricity

Scope 1

89.8

Operation-related direct
GHG emissions

WELL BELOW
2°C

Scope 3

-15%
absolute

Scope 3

absolute

Scope
1&2

-27%
specific:
CO2e per
kWh

2025

20191

-30%

Scope
1&2

2030

-50%
specific:
CO2e per
kWh

Net
Zero
2040

1 2019

is the base year for our Science-based Target. | Note: Figures in million tonnes CO2-equivalent.
For more information on our carbon footprint, please visit www.rwe.com/emissions
11/2022
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Business model fully aligned with our
strategic focus on the energy transition
Core

Coal/Nuclear

Offshore
Wind

Onshore
Wind/Solar

Hydro/Biomass/
Gas

Supply
& Trading

• Global offshore
activities

• Onshore, solar and
storage activities in

• Hydro, biomass and
gas power plants in
Germany, UK, NL
• Hydrogen projects
• Kelag stake

• Trading/origination
• Gas & LNG
• Commodity
solutions
• Gas storage

• Europe & APAC
• Americas

• German lignite
and nuclear
operations
• Hard coal plants
• 30% share in
Dutch nuclear
operator EPZ

GW Installed capacity1
1 Pro

rata installed capacity of core business. | 2 Calculated for generation portfolio of core business. | Note: Figures for FY 2021.
11/2022
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A driving force behind the energy transition –
with a powerful organisation.
Operating business

RWE
Renewables
Offshore and
onshore wind
power,
photovoltaics and
storage

RWE
Supply & Trading
Energy trading and
customer solutions
Gas storage

Core business

11/2022
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RWE
Generation

RWE
Power

Gas, hard coal,
hydropower,
biomass and
hydrogen

Lignite
Nuclear power

Coal/Nuclear
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Our core business is leading
the way to a green energy world.

Offshore
wind

Onshore
wind/solar

Battery storage &
flexible
generation

Hydrogen

Energy trading &
customer
solutions

Strongest growth in
Europe, significant
potential in global
markets

Biden Plan and
European Green
Deal accelerate
growth momentum
in US and Europe

RWE’s European
core markets require
new, low-carbon
flexible capacity

Hydrogen is quickly
gaining traction with
Europe at the
forefront

Decarbonisation
of industry drives
demand for tailored
solutions

11/2022
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RWE is one of the world’s leading
renewable energy companies.

No.

No.

Global
Offshore

No.

US
Solar

US
Solar & Wind

No.

UK
Wind & Solar

No.

Europe
Wind & Solar

Acquisition of Con Edison Clean Energy Businesses Inc. (CEB) . | Source: BNEF, installed capacity as of 31 Dec 2021. | Note: Offshore market excluding China.
11/2022
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Leading the way to a
green energy world.

Society

Customers

Employees

We are shaping the
energy transition and will
be net zero by 2040

We supply green
energy solutions
and support the
decarbonisation of
industry

We offer a highly attractive
& international working
environment with
significant growth in green
technologies.
We also stand by our
employees who are
impacted by
the energy transition.

Shareholders
We create
shareholder value by
delivering profitable
green growth

Our energy for a sustainable life.
11/2022
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A strong starting position on the renewables market.
Ideal conditions for a green, global and valuable future.
... and a global presence.

A diversified portfolio...

Renewables capacity by country

Renewables capacity by technology
2%

41%

Solar

21%

U.S.

UK

25%

Offshore

10 GW
pro rata

9.4 GW
pro rata

73%

Onshore

24%
offshore

70%
onshore

5%
solar

2%

14%

Australia

Germany

2%

Sweden 2%
Other

3%

4%

5%

Poland Italy

5%

Spain

The Netherlands

11/2022
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In 2021 more than 20 onshore, solar and storage projects
around the world contributed ~2 GW to RWE’s growth

~1.5 GW

1

249 MW

~0.5 GW

Cassadaga

Hickory Park

Hickory Park

Jüchen

Dolice

Zukowice

Nowy Staw 3

Alcamo II

Limondale

A. 126
B. 100%
C. 126

A. 196
B. 100%
C. 196

A. 40
B. 100%
C. 40

A. 27
B. 51%
C. 14

A. 48
B. 100%
C. 48

A. 33
B. 100%
C. 33

A. 12
B. 100%
C. 12

A. 14
B. 100%
C. 14

A. 249
B. 100%
C. 249

Panther Creek III
repowering

Raymond West1

Scioto Ridge

Les Pierrots

Oostpolder

Kerkrade

Groningen Sea
Port

Oostpolderdijk

A. 16
B. 100%
C. 16

A. 240
B. 100%
C. 240

A. 250
B. 100%
C. 250

A. 26
B. 100%
C. 26

A. 36
B. 100%
C. 36

A. 10
B. 100%
C. 10

A. 9
B. 100%
C. 9

A. 8
B. 100%
C. 8

Blackjack Creek

El Algodon Alto

Eekerpolder

AmerCentrale

Hästkullen

Björnlandshöjden

Stephenstown

A. 240
B. 100%
C. 240

A. 200
B. 100%
C. 200

A. 63
B. 100%
C. 63

A. 2
B. 100%
C. 2

A. 307
B. 20%
C. 61

A. 168
B. 20%
C. 34

A. 9
B. 100%
C. 9

Check out
our assets
around
the world

Raymond West: After construction RWE share 25% due to already announced farm-downs. | Note: as of March 2021. | A. Gross capacity (MW) | B. RWE share | C. RWE capacity, pro rata MW
11/2022
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Leading the way to a green energy world, we are driving forward the
climate-neutral transformation of industry and society.
More than

bn euro gross will
be invested until
2030 in powerful
and green
generation
capacity.
Example of a solar power
station:
Hickory Park solar power
station is our largest solar
storage project in the USA.

11/2022
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Gigawatts of
green net
capacity by
2030.

Example of a wind park:
Sofia off the coast of the UK:
our largest offshore project
worldwide, with a capacity of
1.4GW.
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Driving RWE’s results: The new strategic alignment
with a focus on ‘green’ growth.
Our core business
contributes

Adjusted EBITDA

Coal/
Nuclear

Core business
Offshore Wind
Onshore Wind/Solar
Hydro/Biomass/Gas
Supply & Trading

to RWE’s results.

11/2022
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Location videos

11/2022
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We are in an excellent starting position
for the new energy world.
Flexible capacity comprise around
17 GW of gas, hydropower and
biomass.

Total electricity
generating
capacity1

2,1

Coal/
Nuclear

7,0

38,4 GW
pro rata

14,1

0,5
1,6

Onshore wind power
Solar power & Storage

Hydro/
Biomass/
Gas
Pumped storage,
batteries

Hard coal

Gas

Lignite

Biomass & Hydro

1 Figures
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1,3
0,3

Onshore Wind/
Solar

2,4

7,6

Nuclear energy

11/2022

Offshore wind power
1,5

Flexible power plant fleet as the
secure backbone of the energy
supply on our European core
markets.
With our fleet of gas-fired power
stations and LNG (liquid natural gas)
trades, RWE ranks as the
No. 2 in Europe in terms of capacity.

Offshore Wind

Oil & Other

for FY 2021
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We are ideally positioned for the hydrogen economy
with a strong expertise along the value chain.
Eemshydrogen

Development pipeline

10 GW
pro rata

Eemshaven

Offshore-to-x
RWE & BASF
North Sea

For more
information,
visit our Hydrogen
theme page

AquaVentus

Mostly early-stage
development projects

Heligoland

Rostock
Rostock

H2 Brunsbüttel

Selected hydrogen
development projects:

Brunsbüttel

HySupply
NortH2

Berlin

North of The Netherlands

Pembroke Green
Hydrogen
Milford Haven

GET H2

FUREC
Prov. of Limburg

H2ercules

Lingen

Germany
11/2022
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Driving the transition: How innovative solutions help us
meet tomorrow’s challenges today.
Floating offshore wind power

In cooperation with renowned
partners, we are entering
completely new regions with wind
power. This technology is gaining
importance, especially in countries
with coasts that drop away
steeply, such as Japan and the
USA.

Recyclable blades
A number of the Kaskasi wind turbines being erected
will be fitted with special recyclable rotor blades. Our
supplier Siemens Gamesa is manufacturing them
using a new type of resin with a chemical structure that
allows for the different materials to be separated. This
makes it possible to reuse the individual components
once the rotor blade has reached the end of its lifetime.

11/2022
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Multi-fuel conversion

By heating sewage sludge, the
phosphorus it contains is
separated. The remaining gas
mixture of hydrogen and carbon
can be processed in further steps to
produce basic chemicals or fuels.

Floating solar farms offer
potential for power generation
and climate protection, and the
technology hasn’t been widely
adopted yet. In contrast to groundmounted systems, the PV modules
are mounted on floats, which are
put out on bodies of still open water
and on the sea.

Battery storage

RWE operates battery storage
systems in Europe and the USA
and has experience in various
lithium-ion battery
technologies. The innovative
areas also cover second-life
electric-vehicle batteries and
renewable energy as well as
storage applications. RWE also
has powerful, intra-company
capacities to integrate systems
and an in-house EMS.1

EMS: Energy Management System
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RWE: An attractive employer for around 19,000 employees.
In Germany, Europe and the world.
Top employer

International

RWE holds top positions in many employer
rankings. Our employees are shaping the
energy transition in a global company.

RWE is colourful. 80 nationalities
work in more than 20 countries on
five continents.

Local activities

Flexible – and safe

At RWE, putting social
responsibility into practice is a point of
honour. We help thousands of
volunteers dedicate their time and
efforts to causes that are close to their
hearts.

Diversity
Our Diversity Management team
aims to constructively harness the
potential of cultural and social
diversity.

At RWE, we put health and safety first,
supporting a flexible working culture
and ensuring an excellent work-life
balance.

Careers at RWE

Assuming responsibility across the board.
We actively shape the future as part of society.
3,100

30%

<€50 billion
gross will be invested until
2030 in the green energy
world of tomorrow.

of our Executive
Board members
across our
businesses are
female

< 800
We support the Paris Agreement, the UNGC and the
SDGs.

Apprentices
at RWE

animal species

960

Patents and patent
applications

94.7%

and around 1,500 plant
and fungus species in the
Rhenish mining area
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Between 2012 and late
2020 we already reduced
our CO2 emissions by more
than 60%.
By 2030, this number will
increase to at least 75%.
And we will be climateneutral by 2040.

Health rate

Our energy for a sustainable life
11/2022

> 60%

Corporate
Responsibilty
Report 2021
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As a responsible partner,
we are true to our roots.
Today, we are an international Group, but our roots
are in the Rhine and Ruhr areas. We have grown with
these regions – and these regions have grown with us.
This understanding has given rise to our commitment.
As a reliable partner, we assume responsibility in every
region in which we generate energy, supporting
numerous social endeavours, educational
cooperative ventures and sponsoring local projects.
Over the next few decades, we will also be engaged in
the high-quality ecological, agricultural and forestry
recultivation of the opencast mines.

Find out more

11/2022
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Keep up to date.
Follow us:
Twitter

Youtube
LinkedIn
En:former-Blog

Instagram

Corporate website
Newsletter
11/2022
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Leading the
way to a green
energy world
11/2022
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Markus Krebber
Chief Executive Officer, RWE AG

Thank you.

Please note:

This document contains statements that are
oriented towards the future. They reflect the
current opinions, expectations and assumptions
of management and are based on the
information available to management at this
time. Statements that are oriented towards the
future do not guarantee the occurrence of future
results and developments and are connected to
known and unknown risks and uncertainties.
Various factors may therefore cause actual
future events and developments to deviate
considerably from the expectations and
assumptions voiced herein.

11/2022
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In particular, these factors include changes in
general economic and competitor situations.
Other factors may also impact the Group’s future
results and development, including, but not limited
to: developments on the financial markets;
fluctuations in exchange rates; and national and
international legislative amendments, particularly
with regard to tax-related regulations. Neither the
Group nor any associated companies assume the
obligation to update the statements made in this
notification.
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